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OVERVIEW 

You can have the best business idea or product, the growth of it is based on how you sell to 
the market. By saying that; it is a fundamental role to have a way of selling the image of your 
business or product to the world so that it attracts the eye of the consumer and hence it 
generates sales. The survival of  the business is based on the sales. 

Beta Promotions was formed to drive sales for a short period of time and let the product 
maintain its sales graph. This is managed by the way we will lay off the grounds of the 
product to the consumers. 

Our success story lies with a number of products that we laid our hands on during their 
inception time, until today they have a solid name on the market. The list is endless, we 
have worked with a lot of different companies and also collaborated with different 
promotional companies and our aim will be to take the product to the next level.

All our promotional campaigns have been to your local townships, towns and cities, 
intersections and national. All campaigns that we have worked on have turned to be 
successful. 

If you would like to take your product to the next level, allow us to make it shine.



OUR SERVICES 
Beta Promotions supplies best self spoken Promoters, Male and Females and all races. You 
give us the specification on how you want your product to be promoted, we will supply you 
with the best candidates. Beta Promotions specializes in all types of promotional campaigns; 
below is just a few we have been involved in;

JC Le Roux Tasting
(In-Store Activation and Tasting)

Scottish Leader
(In-Store Activation and Tasting)

Scottish Leader
(eKasi Activation and Tasting)

Samsung Gear 2
(Mall Center Court Activations)Jossen Zone

(Intersections)

Savanna Loco
(Tarven Activation and Tasting)

Samsung Gear 
(Mall Center Court Activations)



CONTACT US

- Mall Activations

- In-Store Activations

- Tavern Activations

- eKasi Activations

- Event Hostess

- Road Show Activations

- Back to School Activations

- Intersection Activations

- Tasting and Giveaways

- Customer Interaction

- Crowd Renting
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